Spectrophotometric determination of ascorbic acid in grapes with the Prussian Blue reaction
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Abstract The objective of the present work was to adapt the Prussian Blue reaction for the determination of ascorbic acid. The procedure was successfully applied for the determination of ascorbic acid in red and white grapes (Vitis vinifera L.) just previous ingathering. In the present work was used the red and white grapes from Murfatlar vineyard: Mamaia, Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Pinot Noir, Chardonnay, Sauvignon, Muscat Ottonel and Riesling Italian. The results were situated in the range of 0.67 – 1.79 mg vitamin C/100g product for red grapes and respectively 0.50 – 1.49 mg vitamin C/100g for white grapes.
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1. Introduction

High consumption of fruits and vegetables has been associated with a lowered incidence of degenerative diseases including cancer, heart disease, inflammation, arthritis, immune system decline, brain dysfunction and cataracts [1-7]. These protective effects are considered, in large part, to be related to the various antioxidants contained in them. An important antioxidant is ascorbic acid (vitamin C).

Since the discovery of the ascorbic acid (AA) by Szent-Gyorgyi in 1928, followed by the structural determination in 1933 and chemical synthesis from L-xylosone in 1933 and D-glucose in 1934 [8], vitamin C and its biosynthesis in plants and animals has aroused a lot of interest and passion among the scientists all over the world [9]. AA has numerous biological functions, which include the synthesis of collagen, hormones and neurotransmitters [10]. It is believed that the role of AA in disease prevention is due to its ability to scavenge free radical in the biological systems. AA is abundant in many fruits [8, 11].

Many analytical methodologies have been proposed for the determination of AA taking into account its chemical role. Redox processes are generally involved in these determinations and it is possible to minimize air oxidation by using techniques such as flow injection (FI). One of these techniques is proposed by Nobrega and Lopes [12] and are mainly based on electroanalytical detectors due the inherent redox chemistry of the analyte and reagents. Optical FI methods also involve redox reactions with AA in which a colored compound is formed or decomposed. Thus, the formation of ferroin complex from the reduction of Fe(III)-phenanthroline [13] and a method using choramine T in the presence of starch-KI solution [14] were adapted. Descolorimetry was also employed by reduction of Cerium (IV) [15] and by reduction of triiodide [16]. This last paper involves the online formation of iodine and the measurement of the inverse peaks caused by the excess of triiodide at 350nm or the triiodide/starch complex at 580nm.

The objective of the present work was the optimization of spectrophotometric method with Prussian Blue reagent for the determination of ascorbic acid. The formation of Prussian Blue is a classical qualitative test to detect Fe(II) using hexacianoferrate (III) as reagent [17]. The first step is the oxidation of iron (II):
Fe^{2+} + [Fe(CN)_6]^{3-} \rightarrow Fe^{3+} + [Fe(CN)_6]^{4-}

The second step is the formation of hexacyanoferrate (II) ferric complex (Prussian Blue):

$$4Fe^{3+} + 3[Fe(CN)_6]^{4-} \rightarrow Fe_4[Fe(CN)_6]_3$$

The complex formed is highly insoluble [18]. Employing an excess of the complexing anion and Fe(III) as colorimetric reagents, a deep blue soluble compound is formed when Fe(III) is reduced to Fe(II) by ascorbic acid:

$$2Fe^{3+} + C_6H_5O_6 \rightarrow 2Fe^{2+} + C_6H_5O_6 + 2H^+$$

The excess of hexacyanoferrate (III) avoids the occurrence of precipitation [17].

The reduction of Prussian Blue reagent by vitamin C is a pH dependent process. The acid pH was found as optimal for vitamin C determination. In the process of Prussian Blue reduction, alkaline cations are involved. They play the role of counterions necessary for the electroneutrality of the reduced solution. The potassium cations due to their size can easily penetrate into structure of Prussian Blue reagent, but larger cations can block the reduction process. Therefore, an excess of potassium ions in the reaction medium is necessary. The used KCl solution gives such conditions and no interferences from alkaline cations were observed.

The procedure was successfully applied for the determination of ascorbic acid in red and white grapes (Vitis vinifera) just previous ingathering. The samples used were from Murfatlar vineyard. Blessed with one of the most suitable natural settings, Murfatlar Vineyard is situated in the south-eastern part of Romania, between the Danube and the Black Sea, in the centre of the Dobrogea plateau. The vineyard stretches across a surface of more than 3000ha, covering the villages of Murfatlar, Valul lui Traian, Poarta Alba, and Siminoc [19]. In the present work were used the red and white grapes by Murfatlar area.

2. Experimental

2.1. Reagents and solutions

All reagents were of analytical-reagent grade and all solutions were prepared using distilled-deionized water. The weightings were made at a Metler Toledo analytical balance with ±0.0001g accuracy.

Reference solutions containing from 5.0·10^{-3}M to 4.0·10^{-4}M ascorbic acid (by Merck) were prepared immediately before use by dilution of a 2.5·10^{-3}M stock solution in a 0.014M nitric acid medium with deaerated water, because ascorbic acid oxidation is slower in acidic medium. The effect of acidity on sensitivity was evaluated using 0.014 and 0.14M nitric acid solutions.

The Fe(III) reagent was prepared by dissolving iron (III) chloride salt in distilled-deionized water in the following concentrations: 1.0·10^{-3}, 5.0·10^{-3}, 1.0·10^{-4}, and 1.0·10^{-5}M, for the evaluation of the effect of Fe(III) concentration on sensitivity. The hexacyanoferrate (III) solutions (2.0·10^{-3}, 5.0·10^{-3}, 5.0·10^{-4}M) were prepared by dissolving the potassium salt in water.

Other solutions were prepared: KCl 0.1M by dissolving the salt in water, and respectively 0.01M HCl by dilution of concentrated hydrochloric acid in water, for the maintain the pH of solution and its adjustment.

2.2. Sample preparation

The procedure was successfully applied for the determination of ascorbic acid in red and white grapes (Vitis vinifera) just previous ingathering.

The samples used were making by squeezing 100 grain grapes after weighing. The homogeneity of the samples was made. It was harvest the grapes in the diagonal from plot of land of each variety. After that the grapes were handpick of the cluster, it was measured the total volume. From the red grapes a discoloration with coal (animal black) was made immediately before use by dilution of a 2.5·10^{-3}M stock solution in a 0.014M nitric acid medium with deaerated water, because ascorbic acid oxidation is slower in acidic medium. The effect of acidity on sensitivity was evaluated using 0.014 and 0.14M nitric acid solutions.

The samples used were red and white grapes by Murfatlar area. The varieties of red grapes used were: Mamaia, Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Pinot Noir and white grapes used were: Chardonnay, Sauvignon, Muscat Ottonel and Riesling Italian.
2.3. Sample analysis

An UV-VIS Thermospectronic HR 200 (and instrument LTD) spectrometer from England with 10mm cells were used for measuring absorption spectra. For each sample three determinations were performed and average results were reported.

The proposed procedure was optimized by using a model of flow injection spectrometric ascorbic acid determination studied by Nobrega and Lopes [12]. First step was the reaction between 2.0·10^{-3}M Fe(III) chloride salt and the 2.0·10^{-3}M potassium hexacyanoferrate (III) solution. After that there were added the following reagents in order: 0.1M KCl, 0.01M HCl and respectively the samples. The final solution was made up to 50mL-calibrated flask with distilled-deionized water. It was waiting 10 minutes for the stabilizing the complex formed and after the absorbance of the complex was read at the 700nm.

2.4. Optimization of conditions for vitamin C determination

Optimal conditions for the determination of ascorbic acid were established. The conditions are assured by the composition of the KCl and HCl solutions. Also, for the optimization of this method were diversified the reagents concentrations and respectively the volumes. The Fe(III) reagent in the following concentrations: 1.0·10^{-4}, 5.0·10^{-3}, 1.0·10^{-3}, and 1.0·10^{-2}M, was used for the evaluation of the effect of Fe(III) concentration on sensitivity and respectively the hexacyanoferrate (III) solutions 2.0·10^{-3}, 5.0·10^{-3}, 5.0·10^{-2}M were prepared. Also, the ascorbic acid concentration was varied in the range: 1·10^{-3}-1·10^{-4}M for procedure optimization.

The variation of volumes by the reagents at the concentrations mentioned below was presented in Fig. 1. After this variations of reagents volumes was find optimum the FeCl₃: K₃[Fe(CN)₆]:KCl:HCl:AA (1:1:1:1:1, mL) in the concentrations mentioned in the text.

2.5. Calibration curve

Considering that the Prussian Blue reaction had been employed only in qualitative tests, a first experiment was made to obtain the UV-Visible absorption spectrum of this compound. Figure 2 (a) shows the absorption spectrum for chromogenic reagents, Fe(III) mixed with the hexacyanoferrate (III) and a strong absorption band can be observed in the UV region and a weaker band with wavelength peak at 420nm, which is related to the formation of the brown complex hexacyanoferrate (III) ferric [17]. After adding KCl, HCl and ascorbic acid to this mixture, the absorption spectrum changed as can be seen in Fig. 2 (b) due the formation of Prussian Blue (Fe₄[Fe(CN)₆]₃) with an absorbance peak at 700nm. The UV-VIS absorption spectrum optimum it was found for the Prussian Blue complex formed after mixing the FeCl₃:K₃[Fe(CN)₆]:KCl:HCl:AA solution in 1:1:1:1:1 ratio (in the concentration last-mentioned).
Fig. 2. UV-visible absorption spectra. (a) Chromatogenic reagents: Fe(III) plus hexacyanoferrate(III). (b) Chromatogenic reagents as for (a) plus KCl, HCl and ascorbic acid.

The ascorbic acid concentrations were varied for standardization of the curve. The standardization curve was presented in Fig. 3.

2.6. Precision

Precision was primarily expressed as a percentage relative standard deviation (RSD%). It was discussed only repeatability.

Repetability was demonstrated by measuring a standard solution of ascorbic acid concentration (0.704 mg/L) by six times.

3. Results and Discussions

It was evaluated the effect of pH on the chromogenic reaction and it was found that the 3.5 value is optimum for mention the stability of the reaction.

The effect of Fe(III) concentration was also evaluated. In the proposed methodology, Fe(III) concentration should be higher than ascorbic acid concentration. Additionally, the sensitivity and reproducibility should not be negatively affected. Low concentrations of Fe(III), such as 1.0x10^-3 M, caused a strong decrease in sensitivity.

However, higher concentrations of Fe(III), such as 5.0x10^-3 M, caused a loss of linearity.

Considering the compromise between sensitivity and linearity, all further measurements were made employing a 2.0x10^-3 M Fe(III) solution. Taking into account these same effects, hexacyanoferrate (III) concentration was fixed at 2.0x10^-3 M. To avoid the precipitation of the blue compound formed [17], the Fe(III) and hexacyanoferrate (III) solutions was mixed in 1:1 ratio.

The acidity effect was evaluated by changing the concentrations of KCl and HCl solutions. When 0.01M HCl was used, the sensitivity decreased, and this effect can be related to higher protonation of AA in this medium, since the reducing agent is the ascorbate anion [20]. Best results were attained by using a solution containing 0.01M HCl and 0.1M KCl (in 1:1 ratio). Also, the AA stock solution was prepared in acidic medium 0.14M HNO₃, by the same reason. This is also suitable for sample preparation because AA oxidation is slow in acid medium. Also, it was evaluated the time effect by the complexation reaction. 10 minutes was enough for the complex reduction by the AA.

The results obtained for repeatability (RSD%) for the six measurements of a standard solution was 3.56%, much lower than those in Horwitz equation: RSD<2ε⁻⁰·⁵₁₂, for the working range (0.0880-0.7040mg/L).
mg/L - 0.7040 mg/L), for which RSD% should be lower than 16%.

The method was applied for the AA determination in grapes in the day of ingathering. Grapes juices sampled from *Vitis vitifera* varieties: Mamaia, Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Pinot Noir of red grapes and Chardonnay, Sauvignon, Muscat Ottonel and Riesling Italian of white grapes were analyzed according to eight different groups. Grapes are cultivated in 2007, and the juices are manufactured just before determination.

In Fig. 4 were presented the results obtained for AA determination in white grapes and respectively in Fig. 5 for red grapes by two methods: titrimetric and spectrometric.

Results obtained by the proposed procedure are in good agreement with those encountered in the literature [21-28]. For comparison of results a standard titrimetric method for ascorbic acid determination was used based on the titration with potassium bromated-bromide solution in the acid medium [29, 30].

The results for AA concentration in grapes obtained in this study are lower than those reported in the Romanian literature (50mgAA/L) [21, 22].

Dani, C. et al. [23] were determined the vitamin C for eight *Vitis labrusca* juices-white or purple, from organically-or conventionally-grown grapes, and obtained in pilot or commercial scale. The results for AA determination in grapes by Brazil region were between 4.4 and 57.2 mg AA% in 2004 year and the results of our study were situated in the range of 0.50 – 1.49 mg vitamin C/100g for white grapes.

0.67 – 1.79 mg vitamin C/100g was recorded for Murfatlar red grapes while Guo et al. [24] was measured the vitamin C content of red rose grapes by pulp (0.49mmol/100g), peel (11.02mmol/100g) and seed (55.54mmol/100g) commonly consumed in China (100mg vitamin C is equivalent to 1.51mmol FRAP value as determined – FRAP = method using the ferric reducing antioxidant power assay).

4mg% ascorbic acid content in red rose grapes was cited from China Food Composition 2002, compiled by Institute of Nutrition of Food Safety, China CDC Beijing [25].

The vitamin C content in the Canada commercial pasteurized red grape juice was found 0.082mg/ml [26] unlike the vitamin C content of grapes by SUA (0.5mgAA/100g) [27]. Those results are lower than the results of vitamin C concentration by Murfatlar region.

Jain et al. was presented that the vitamin C concentration in grapes juice by India was 3.8mg/100mL of ascorbic acid [28].

4. Conclusions

The objective of the present work was to adapt the Prussian Blue reaction for the determination of ascorbic acid. The formation of Prussian Blue is a classical qualitative test to detect Fe(II) using hexacianoferrate (III) as reagent. The procedure was successfully applied for the determination of ascorbic acid in red and white grapes (*Vitis vinifera*) just previous ingathering. The samples used were from Murfatlar vineyard. Results obtained by the proposed procedure are in good agreement with those established using a previously proposed
procedure and with those encountered in the literature.

The proposed method was simple and precise for ascorbic acid determination from grapes and can be used without any pre-treatment of the sample.
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